
Invacare®  Propad RevolveSi

Innovative high level protection and positioning that can be placed in any 
direction!
With its combination of highest quality moulded HR and visco foams along with a unique silicone-fluid 
insert the Invacare Propad RevolveSi is the perfect planar cushion for people categorized as “high-risk” 
who are in need of stability and comfort. It performs equally in any direction, making it both reliable 
and worry-free. Requiring no installation or maintenance, Propad RevolveSi is as durable as it is simple 
to use, makting it the ideal alternative for community and nursing care enviroments.



Invacare®  Propad RevolveSi & Propad Revolve

Technical data

Soft Support Visco Layer 
(Propad RevolveSi) 
Users can choose between a 
softer or firmer surface side 
up.

Visco-elastic inner layer

The Invacare Propad Revolve 
combines an outer-layer of durable 
moulded HR-foam with a visco-
elastic foam inner layer.

The angled base design ensures 
seamless transition while the visco 
layer provides high level immersion 
and pressure redistribution and 
stabilization in a lightweight package.

Fluid and foam advantages

The embedded, non-temperature 
sensitive silicone(Si) fluid sac  
envelops protruding bony 
prominences for superior skin 
protection and shear management. 
Top quality moulded HR-foam 
provides high-level immersion for 
excellent pressure redistribution. A 
choice between soft and firm top 
allows users to choose the type of 
comfort they prefer.

Welded cover with 
waterproof zip (optional) 
For enhanced infection con-
trol.

Platilon liner (standard) 
Provides an additional incon-
tinence and infection control 
layer.

Black Smooth

Cover options

Features and Options

Height:  
3”  

(7.5cm)

Weight:  
2 kg

2.75 kg

kggkgkg

Max user weight 
159kg*

*20”x20”

Outer cover
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Welded

Omnidirectional!
The Propad Revolve and 
Propad RevolveSi can be 
used with either side up 
and rotated in any direction 
without compromising 
performance.

Standard sizes
15”x16” 15”x16” 16”x18” 17”x17” 18”x16” 18”x18” 19”x17” 20”x18”
38x41 38x41 41x46 43x43 46x41 46x46 48x43 51x46
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